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Design Event – HIGHLIGHT
■ Date and Time: Friday, October 28th to Thursday, November 3rd 11:00-19:00
(Press Preview on 10/27, 15:00 - 18:00/Opening Reception on 10/27, 18:00 – 21:00)
■ Location: DESIGN KOISHIKAWA 2F Sasaki Building B, 2-5-7 Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 112-0002
■ TEL: 03-5689-5597 (KEIJI ASHIZAWA DESIGN)
■ Participating Designers and Brands (As of September 2016, names listed in no particular order): Christophe Guberan, Dimitri
Bähler, Calvin Ho, Hokuto Ando & Toshiya Hayashi / we+, Jun Murakoshi, MUTE, Bob Foundation, Gabriel Tan, Naoya Misawa,
Jean Besson, Fabien Cappello, Koichi Futatsumata, TORAFU ARCHITECTS, Mina Tabei, Shigeki Fujishiro, DRILL DESIGN, Ben
Nagaoka, Hideyuki Yamano, and Keiji Ashizawa // Supermama, tempo, DUENDE, and Ishinomaki Laboratory
■ Press by MIRU DESIGN INC.
■ URL: http://designkoishikawa.com/highlight2016/
■ Sponsorship by Washin Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
■ With assistance from super robot and IFFT/Interior Lifestyle Living, ROOTOTE
■ Supported by the Embassy of Switzerland

DESIGN KOISHIKAWA is hosting “HIGHLIGHT”, a new design event taking place in the fall of 2016. HIGHLIGHT will gather art and design from Japan and abroad, focusing on works that draw a line against our
mass consumption society. Held at the same time as the 2016 Tokyo Design Week, this is an event that
blends the changing neighbourhood of Koishikawa with original design, showcasing several artists and designers through our careful curation. Local creative spaces and shops – such as the neighbouring furniture
store “TAIYOU no SHITA”, shops in the surrounding Koishikawa area, and a former printing factory that
has been renovated to become the Ishinomaki Laboratory showroom – will also be a part of this week-long
celebration, hosting installations and other events. By infusing the Koishikawa area with radical design, this
event promises to be a “HIGHLIGHT” of Tokyo’s creative scene.
					
Design Koishikawa will be inviting two young Swiss designers who have continued to collaborate with us
since last year to exhibit at “HIGHLIGHT” – Christophe Guberan *1, one of the winners of this year’s Swiss
Federal Design Awards and Hublot Design Awards, and Dimitri Bähler *2, who won the grand prize for the Interieur Awards in 2016. This diverse lineup includes new products from Ishinomaki Laboratory created from
collaborations with TORAFU ARCHITECTS and Singaporean designer Gabriel Tan, new works imagined by
Swiss designers for tempo *3, a creator of mobiles, various collections that have emerged from partnerships
between Singaporean designers and Japanese craftsmen, as presented by the Singaporean design store
Supermama, as well as the DOit YOURSELF! project that challenges designers to create a new product,
using only a budget of ¥10000 for assembly costs and materials available from a home center.
					
Along with these great designers, the locals of Koishikawa neighborhood will also be participating in this
great event through their art and craft. Nonetheless, at the Ishinomaki Laboratory Showroom on this day, a
celebration shall mark the “oï ashizawa” collaboration between atelier oï and KEIJI ASHIZAWA DEWSIGN.
＊１ http://www.swissdesignawards.ch/federaldesign/2016/christophe-guberan/index.html?lang=en
＊2 https://interieur.be/awards/2016/objects
＊3 http://www.t-e-m-p-o.com

Exhibits
Supermama | Brand

DUENDE | Brand

Supermama is a retail gallery and design label based in Singapore. Using culture as a context to
design, Supermama delves into the fine line between cultural artefacts, everyday objects and the
concept of basic luxury – that everyone can own a piece of heritage.

Designed for marcs international’s interior and furniture product label “DUENDE”, this exhibit will
feature Keiji Ashizawa’s DUE coat rack, an original piece intended to be used by both parents
and children. Unique products from the Italian modular furniture system company PlayWood and
the Dutch social enterprise Tiny Miracles will also be shown – showcasing how DIY can be easily
enjoyed through being able to transform ordinary objects into various forms and shapes.

Ishinomaki Laboratory×mizucolor | Project

tempo | Brand

Products from Ishinomaki Laboratory are coloured with natural paint brand mizucolor, with various
colorways selected by designers Shigeki Fujishiro, TORAFU ARCHITECTS, Koichi Futatsumata,
DRILL DESIGN, Mina Tabei, Bob Foundation, and Calvin Ho – resulting in them being reborn as
“graphical furniture”.

This collection includes mobiles designed by DRILL DESIGN and Jean Besson, as well as new
products that have emerged from collaborations with Christophe Guberan and Dimitri Bähler.
Working together with designers from Japan and abroad, tempo is a Japanese maker of mobiles,
which are also known as kinetic sculptures.

DOit YOURSELF! | Project

Drift | we+

DOit YOURSELF! is a project that challenges designers to create a new product, using only a
budget of ¥10000 for assembly costs and materials available from a home center. In this way, the
home center – a treasure chest of ideas for designers – becomes a site of experimentation for
spreading the joy of DIY across Japan.

Through the use of shadows moving across sand, Drift is a clock that reminds us that nothing stays
the same.

Active Shoes | Christophe Guberan

VPT&C | Dimitri Bähler

Exploring the future of production and performance of shoes, the upper part of a shoe was
produced by printing a specific pattern onto stretched fabric. By printing material of varied layer
thicknesses onto stretched textiles, self-transforming structures are created that then can be
reconfigured into pre-programmed shapes. This combination of stretchable fabric and plastic
offersw both flexibility and stability.

This is a collection of ceramic objects that plays with different variations of volumes, patterns,
textures and colors – acting as a kind of dictionary. First beginning by inventing a new technique for
decorating ceramic volume, the final product emerged after a lengthy process of experimentation,
creating a dialogue between functionality and non-functionality, minimalism and decoration, as well
as questioning the concept of usefulness in our homes.

Stove Chair | Gabriel Tan

SO | Jun Murakoshi

The shakers designed chairs in a way that was relevant to their way of life. Not only are our homes
getting smaller today, restaurants, bars and cafes are too. "What is the smallest functional chair, that
could still be comfortable to sit on?" was my question. I designed a three legged chair with a short
backrest and a seat shape inspired by the shaker stove, that can be hung on a wall mounted peg rail.

By 3d printing the material spherically, the layers create a fingerprint-like pattern that appear as
if it were sculpted on a pottery wheel. With this method that goes beyond the planar laminating
technology, we were able to carefully consider the traces of the creating proccess once again.

Designer×Exhibits

Solo Works

/Supermama

/ Ishinomaki Laboratory×mizucolor

Christophe Guberan

Christophe Guberan was born in La Praz, Switzerland in 1985. He graduated
from ECAL / University of art and design of Lausanne, Switzerland, in 2012.
In 2014, he moved to Boston, where he started his collaboration with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Hokuto Ando & Toshiya Hayashi / we+

/tempo

/ DOit YOURSELF !

/DUENDE

Dimitri Bähler

Dimitri Bähler (1988*) lives and works in Biel, Switzerland. After his studies at ECAL (University of arts and design in Lausanne) and DAE (Design
Academy Eindhoven), Dimitri opened his studio in 2014. Versatile, his work
is often spontaneous, radical yet poetic, and always related to a substantial
applied research. From mass-produced objects to unique pieces through installations, the context, production process and use of objects particularly
influence his work.

Jun Murakoshi

we+ is a Tokyo-based design & invention studio established in 2013 by Toshiya Hayashi and Hokuto Ando. They develop their experimental and eclectic
approach to contemporary design practices for products, installations and
graphics, combining unconventional materials and technology to shift perspectives.

Born in 1978, Jun Murakoshi recieved a MA in Design Products from Royal
College of Art in the UK and a MEng from Chiba University in Japan. Jun
has worked as a freelance product designer, developing new businesses
and products with takram design engineering and i.lab (innovation laboratory inc.). He is now a researcher at the Graduate School of Engineering at
Chiba University and at the i.school housed in Tokyo University’s Center for
Knowledge Structuring, an assistant professor at Chiba University’s Center
for International Research and Education, as well as the principal at Jun
Murakoshi Design.
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Calvin Ho is an Australian multi-disciplinary art director, graphic designer,
illustrator and artist based in Hong Kong. Born in 1970 in Sydney, Calvin
moved to Hong Kong at the age of five. He has worked independently under
his company “AtomicAttack!” since 1996. Spanning over a 20-year career
working for both local and international clients such as Adidas, Cartier, DKNY,
Nike, Disney, and Wired, Calvin’s work has been featured in various international magazines and periodicals. In 2016, Calvin’s first solo exhibition
“Memories” was held at Design Koishikawa in Tokyo.

Born in 1977, Mina Tabei is a graphic designer based in Tokyo. After graduating from Musashino Art University Junior College of Art and Design, Mina
worked at E&Y and at the import camera store “LOMO”. In 2003, she joined
Kazunari Hattori Inc. and started freelancing three years later. In 2009, she
became a part of the atelier “kvina”. Since 2014, Mina has been working
indepedently, desigining for advertising, packaging, books, and magazines.

Born in 1973, Hideyuki Yamano is a graphic designer based in Tokyo. In
2009, Hideyuki established his own studio TAKAIYAMA inc., creating for 2D
and 3D spaces alike. His designs have been used in books, advertisements,
logos, and architectural signs. Hideyuki is also working on two art projects,
“kuso badge” and “B.C.G”.

Shigeki Fujishiro left the acclaimed IDÉE Co Ltd in 2005 to found his own studio; Shigeki Fujishiro Design. He has been active in a broad range of areas,
including interior products and exhibit installations and he has also worked
in brand direction, including that of Saito Wood. Fujishiro typically focuses
on interior products and furniture, working hard to achieve designs that are
extremely elementary and that have universal appeal. In his work, structure
becomes form, as demonstrated in his Eiffel stool. Fujishiro has recently collaborated with such well-known brands as Hermès and Adidas as well as
producing his own self-initiated projects.

Born 1973 in Tokyo, Keiji Ashizawa founded Keiji Ashizawa Design in 2005
with a focus on architecture as well as furniture and lighting design. After the
Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, he established Ishinomaki Laboratory
in order to create a local community hub for recovery activities and craftsmanship in the disaster-struck city of Ishinomaki. As the CEO of Ishinomaki
Laboratory, he is proposing a new concept of furniture label – connecting the
regional city with the world.

MUTE is a creative studio active in art direction and design, working in areas
such as product design, interiors, and graphics. Founded in 2008, MUTE was
established by Kenji Ito and Takahiro Umino, both of whom are graduates
of the Kuwasawa Design School. The design duo have been recipients of
the IFFT interiorlifestyle living Young Designer Award and the Good Design
Award. Outside of their practice, they continue to serve on the advisory board
for Ishinomaki Laboratory as well as lecture part-time at the Kuwasawa Design School.

Gabriel Tan is a designer working between Singapore, Barcelona and New
York. He is the principal of Gabriel Tan Studio and co-founder of international
design collective Outofstock, whose clients include Ligne Roset, Scanteak,
Biobu, Industry Plus and Blå Station. Aside from his design work, he has
taught as a visiting lecturer at Lasalle College of the Arts, the University of
Oregon and also served as a jury member at the Cannes Lions Festival.

Based in Paris, Jean Besson is a designer working in architecture and furniture design. Jean is constantly experimenting with the concept of “balance”
through his works. The creative process behind his mobiles is based on investigating the properties of a material through the idea of subtraction, and
applying imagination to put together various parts that have no clear function.

Founded in 2001 by Yusuke Hayashi (b. 1975) and Yoko Yasunishi (b. 1976),
DRILL DESIGN is a Tokyo-based design studio that provides individualized
solutions to clients and society with flexible creations between product and
graphic design. With partners in Japan that have original techniques while using high-quality materials, the studio has built up a network of professionals.
DRILL DESIGN’s clients include Canon, Muji, Mercedes-Benz and Camper.

Fabien Cappello is a product and furniture designer based between Mexico
City and London. Founded in 2010, his practice produces works in different
contexts; from commercial objects, limited editions to public environments. All
of his works share a high consideration for both craft techniques and industrial
production.

Born in 1976, Koichi Futatsumata is a designer active in a broad range of
areas, from interiors, architecture, furniture, to product design. Koichi heads
two different design practices: CASE-REAL, which focuses on spatial design,
and KOICHI FUTATSUMATA STUDIO, which specializes in product design.
His main works include: Cutlery for valerie_ objects (valerie_objects/2015),
HYGEE B SHOE STOOL (Opinion Ciatti/2014), IN THE SKY (Edition HORIZONTAL by E&Y/2010), and HAMMOCK (E&Y/2009). In 2011, his design
for the hybrid tube amplifier “22” (EK JAPAN/2009) entered the permanent
collection of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Founded in 2004 by Koichi Suzuno and Shinya Kamuro, TORAFU ARCHITECTS employs a working approach based on architectural thinking. Works
by the duo span a diverse range of fields, from architecture, interior design,
exhibition design, product design, spatial installations and filmmaking. In
2015, the “airvase” was selected to be a part of the permanent collection of
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

Born in Tokyo in 1983, Naoya Misawa attended Musashino Art University,
studying interior design. After graduation, Naoya joined his alma mater as a
research associate and then spent some time at the Cité Internationale des
Arts as a researcher. Currently, he is working at the design firm Field Four in
Tokyo. His main awards include the Ishinomaki Laboratory Design Competition Award, as well as coming in second place for Denmark’s Erik Jorgensen
Design Award 2011, and first place for the 8th Gandia Blasco International
Outdoor Furniture Design Competition in Spain.

Established in 2002, Bob Foundation is a creative design group founded by
Mitsunori Asakura, who graduated from Central Saint Martins College of Art
& Design with a BA in Fine Art Film & Video, and Hiromi Asakura (Suzuki),
who recieved a BA in Graphic Design also from Central Saint Martins College
of Art & Design.
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Functioning as a gateway for combining design and community, DESIGN KOISHIKAWA was established as a creative and
community space for the Koishikawa area. Located in Tokyo’s
Bunkyo district, Koishikawa is famous for its connections with
literary figures. Surrounded by the Tokyo Dome, skyscrapers,
and traditional shopping arcades, quiet residential streets and
small printing factories intersect – making Koishikawa a place
where visitors will not tire of. However, due to redevelopment
and the changing structure of industry, this neighbourhood is
in the midst of a grand transformation.
Connecting community and design in the Koishikawa area,
DESIGN KOISHIKAWA, which houses a gallery and a marketplace, was created with the goal of furthering the neighbourhood’s potential. Apart from the gallery, the extensive
floor space is also home to “TAIYOU no SHITA”, a select store
focusing on furniture and lifestyle goods. Inside the marketplace, there are two other stores -- “B.U.D”, a flower shop that
specializes in ephiphytic orchids, and “Plain Company”, a purveyor of high-quality and carefully selected foods.
DESIGN KOISHIKAWA is planning to host a variety of design-related events, as well as a weekend market run by local
shop-owners. With the independent design initiatives unfolding from this space, we hope that this institution will become
“the new face of Tokyo” for people not only in Japan, but also
around the world.

Entrance view

Weekend Workshop

Opening Exhibition :Keiji Ashizawa 'MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE'

2nd Exhibition : Calvin Ho 'MEMORIES'

Associated Events

oï ashizawa Party @ Ishinomaki Laboratory Tokyo Showroom

a common sense for materials
Keiji Ashizawa (b. 1973) lives and works in Tokyo, Japan. atelier oï is a triptical of designers and architects,
formed in 1991, with a speciality in blurring the boarders. Their workshop is in La Neuveville, Switzerland.
Crossing disciplines, both names are wanting to show, through this collaboration, the advantages of an association: a designers’ fusion to create further, reach new possibilities and discover other challenges.

■ Date and Time: 10/28-11/3 10/29 18:00-21:00

Yanagi-cho E..S.
柳町小学校

■ Site: oï ashizawa studio (Ishinomaki Laboratory Tokyo Showroom)
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Keiji Ashizawa Design
芦沢啓治建築設計事務所

■ Location: 3-31-7,Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 112-0002

atelier oï

Founded in Neuveville, Switzerland, in 1991 by Aurel Aebi, Armand
Louis and Patrick Reymond, atelier oï has been striving to dissolve
barriers between genres and foster cross-disciplinary creativity for 20
years. Over the course of their achievements, architecture, design
and set design have intertwined on an international scale. Multidisciplinarity, team spirit and an intimate rapport with the material are their
watchwords. Born of an intuitive and emotional affinity with the act of
shaping different materials, their projects have been recognised the
world over.

Keiji Ashizawa
Born 1973 in Tokyo, Keiji Ashizawa founded Keiji Ashizawa Design in
2005 with a focus on architecture as well as furniture and lighting design. After the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, he established
Ishinomaki Laboratory in order to create a local community hub for recovery activities and craftsmanship in the disaster-struck city of Ishinomaki. As the CEO of Ishinomaki Laboratory, he is proposing a new
concept of furniture label – connecting the regional city with the world.

関連プロジェクト /Associated Project

Throughout Japan, one can find the home center – a store that sells various products, tools, building
supplies along with providing workshop space to work on your projects. Whenever we need to make
prototypes of furniture, conduct repairs inside the studio, or build furniture for exhibitions, we often find
ourselves going to the nearby home center. Just like how chefs frequent the morning markets, this kind
of store is filled with hidden resources and ideas for architects and designers.
DOIT YOURSELF is a project that challenges designers to create a new product, using only a budget of
¥10,000 for construction expenses and materials available only from a home center. Inspired by great
chefs who can create culinary masterpieces from whatever is inside someone’s fridge, can we architects
and designers make something in a similar fashion?
Furthermore, this also serves to spread the joy of do-it-yourself, as products born from this challenge
can be recreated by anyone and anywhere in Japan – all you have to do is go to your neighbourhood
home center.
DOIT YOURSELF will be introduced as part of an installation at HIGHLIGHT, and as a completion at
the IFFT/Interior Lifestyle Living 2016 in Tokyo. In the future, we are looking to add new participating
designers, while hosting further iterations of this project.

IFFT/Interior Lifestyle Living

7-9(Mon-Wed), November 2016 Tokyo Big Sight East Hall 4,5,6

http://www.ifft-interiorlifestyleliving.com/

Associated Events

TORAFU ARCHITECTS Inside Out

Please have a look the special-edition AA Stools painted using mizucolor

Held at the TOTO Gallery MA, “TORAFU ARCHIECTS Inside Out” is a retrospective solo exhibition dedicated to the work of TORAFU ARCHITECTS. Founded by Koichi Suzuno and Shinya
Kamuro, TORAFU ARCHITECTS is a design studio active in many fields, including architecture,
interiors and furniture design. “TORAFU ARCHITECTS INSIDE OUT” will reunite key works from
all aspects of their career, ranging from their earliest works, to exhibition and product design, as
well as their most recent residential project “Big T” (2016). Through this comprehensive study,
this exhibition will also show lessons learned from trial-and-error as well as materials that have
inspired them – allowing viewers the chance to experience the creative process and thinking
behind TORAFU ARCHITECTS.
TORAFU ARCHITECTS INSIDE OUT
■ Date and Time: Saturday, October 15th to Sunday, December 11th
■ Open:11:00-18:00
■ Closing day: Monday and holiday (except for November 3rd)
■ Admission fee: free
■ Place: Gallery MA
■ 3F TOTO Nogizaka Build., 1-24-3, Minami-Aoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo
■ TEL: 03-3402-1010
■ URL: www.toto.co.jp/gallerma/
■ Producer: Gallery MA
■ Special Adviser: Tadao Ando
■ Committee: Kazuhiro Kojima, Kazuyo Sejima, Yoshiharu Tsukamoto,
Erwin Viray
■ With assistance from Ishinomaki Laboratory, Ishimaru, Ichiro, Kami
no Kousakujo, LUFTZUG, WOW inc, CERA TRADING LTD.
■ Supported by Tokyo society of Architects & Building Engineers, Tokyo
Association of Architectural Firms, The Japan Institute of Architects
Kanto-Koshinetsu Chapter, Architectual Institute of Japan Kanto
Chapter

